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Data Sheet

School Manager
Content filtering that minimises workload and maximises compliance.

Education-focused, cloud-managed content filtering + seamless
integration + community-wide online safety

The Value
As network admins in the K-12 industry, you wear more
hats than any other vertical. The last thing you need
is to spend countless hours tweaking your content
filters - approving videos for teachers, acting as the
“internet police,” researching hundreds of CDNs that a
single website opens - or training principals to read URL
reports.
Filter admins should be able to lock in compliance for
CIPA, COPPA, FERPA regardless of OS, or whether the
device stays on site or goes home with the end user.
We’ve built a product for today’s educational
environment that reduces the workload for filter admins
and provides seamless access to safe instruction without
compromising reporting. The result? Students stay safe
online and the network performs at an enterprise level.
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Your web filter shouldn’t limit
learning in the classroom.

It should enhance it.
Partner with your web filter and use it as a tool in your
environment.
Built for today’s 1:1 and BYO environments, leveraging
technology in the classroom with LESS administrator
workload.
Lock in your compliance and delegate!

The Features
• Hybrid-cloud or full cloud deployment
• 10 GBPS support
• Native Directory Integration with G-suite,
Azure, Localized AD, LDAP
• Wifi Authentication for G-Suite Users
• Filtering support for all end point operating
systems
• Unique SSL visibility and controls
• Off-premise cloud filtering without
backhaul
• Packet-level visibility
• Radius integration
• AI and Machine learning for VPN Control
• Google and youtube controls
• Youtube Video Visibility and Playback
• Search Term Visibility
• Application rich categories
• Education-specific signatures- Hundreds!
• QOS, bandwidth shaping, and quotas
• Cyber-safety reports with Red Flags
• Self-harm alerts
• Cyber Safety administrator Delegation
• Accurate reporting combining CDNs with
services they’re actually used for

About Linewize
The Linewize ecosystem is a unique response to the challenge of today’s connected learning environments. We align a series of
products to help districts stay in regulatory compliance, get the most out of their purchased technology, keep kids cyber-safe at
school, and impact your parent community by assisting them in raising good digital citizens.

For more information visit linewize.com or email sales@familyzone.com
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